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1. Introduction 

Cloud storage has recently attracted a substantial 
amount of attention from both industry and academia. 
Notable commercial cloud storage services include 
Amazon S3, Google Drive, Dropbox, Microsoft 
Skydrive, and Apple’s iCloud. Compared with 
traditional storage systems, cloud storage offers several 
desirable advantages, including high data availability, 
high data reliability, and dynamic storage space. 
 
To provide highly available and reliable storage service, 
cloud storage providers (CSPs) make tremendous 
investments in storage hardware and network 
bandwidth. To be profitable, CSPs need to recover 
these costs from reasonable charges to cloud users. At 
present, the typical charges include storage ($0.05-0.10 
per GB/month), network traffic ($0.05-0.20 per GB), 
and requests ($0.01 per 1,000 or per 10,000 
requests/month, depending on the request type). It is 
apparent that the major cost comes from storage 
devices and network bandwidth. When the number of 
users grows into the millions and the data volume into 
the exabyte scale, it becomes very critical for CSPs to 
decrease costs while maintaining the same level of data 
availability and reliability. 
 
In traditional cloud storage systems, all of the resources 
are located at data centers. In this paper, we present the 
opportunities and challenges of a user-assisted cloud 
storage architecture that aims to reduce the cost of 
providing highly available and reliable cloud storage 
services by exploiting the underused storage and 
network resources of cloud users. 
 
2. Opportunities: User-Assisted Architecture 

The envisioned structure of the user-assisted cloud 
storage system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The CSP invests 
in several distributed data centers and exploits geo-
redundancy to offer continuous service even under 
extreme cases like natural disasters or power grid 
failures. The CSPs use the available resources from 
cloud users as an added asset to augment their own 
data center resources. This is economically efficient 
because (1) most users have huge amounts of spare 
storage space on their PCs and (2) most users pay a 
fixed monthly fee for their broadband Internet 
connections. The main motivation behind using the 
storage space and network bandwidth of cloud users is 
that it helps CSPs save on both hardware and 

bandwidth costs. Compared with traditional centralized 
architecture, user-assisted architecture is more scalable 
in resource provisioning and hence more cost-effective.  

 
Figure 1 Architecture of user-assisted cloud storage system. 

  
In this user-assisted architecture, CSPs provide data 
redundancy within their data centers to guarantee high 
data availability and reliability. The storage services 
should be resistant to all kinds of failure and system 
maintenance, such as disk/node/rack failure, power 
distribution unit failure, and even the failure of an 
entire data center. CSPs also actively distribute 
encoded data blocks to cloud users to the extent that 
each cloud user can download a large portion of his 
data from other users, hence reducing the network 
bandwidth costs significantly. Furthermore, a cloud 
user can better use his network bandwidth by 
simultaneously uploading/downloading data blocks 
to/from many other users. 
 
3. Challenges 

Although our user-assisted architecture is attractive and 
promising, it presents several challenges that must be 
overcome. 
 
Incentive Design: An effective incentive scheme that 
can motivate cloud users to contribute storage space 
and outbound bandwidth is vital to the success of our 
user-assisted architecture. Private BitTorrent 
communities are a successful example of using a good 
incentive design to incent end users to contribute as 
much as possible [1]. These communities deploy a 
sharing ratio enforcement (SRE) mechanism to 
overcome the free-riding issue of traditional 
BitTorrents. SRE forces registered users to keep their 
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upload-to-download ratios higher than a predefined 
threshold. A registered user is banned from a private 
BitTorrent community if his sharing ratio is lower than 
the threshold. In contrast, a user with a higher sharing 
ratio is rewarded.  
 
In our user-assisted architecture, end users should be 
incented to contribute some of their storage space, and 
more importantly their outbound bandwidth. We must 
design a new incentive scheme, different from the 
upload-to-download ratio used in private BitTorrent 
communities, that can achieve a good balance among 
the cost of offering the service, the revenue collected 
from all users, and the reward to the contributing users. 
A simple design involves returning a portion of the 
storage and bandwidth cost savings to contributing 
users in proportion to the effective storage and upload 
traffic contributed by each user. How to reliably obtain 
true data storage and uploading traffic statistics without 
too much overhead is a challenging problem. Collusion 
attacks present another problem, as some malicious 
users may collaborate to generate upload traffic and 
thus receive more reward. 
 
Availability and Reliability: Users are willing to pay 
for cloud storage because of its high availability and 
reliability. The cloud service should not be interrupted 
by any kind of system failure or even natural disasters, 
and the users’ data should never be corrupted. Studies 
on improving reliability and availability by adding data 
redundancy have been very active. The simplest form 
of introducing data redundancy is replication, i.e., 
storing multiple copies of the original data item, as 
exemplified by the Google File system [2] and 
Amazon’s S3 [3]. Data replication is simple but 
inefficient. A more cost-effective way of achieving the 
same reliability with much less data redundancy is to 
apply erasure coding [4, 5]. As an example, Windows 
Azure Storage uses Reed-Solomon (RS) code to reduce 
the storage redundancy level from 3x to 1.3x-1.5x [5]. 
Under erasure coding, the original data item is 
partitioned into k blocks, from which n (n>k) encoded 
blocks are generated for distributed storage. RS code is 
an example of maximum distance separable (MDS) 
codes, which possess a regeneration property: any k out 
of the n encoded blocks can be used to recover the 
original data item. In a distributed environment, while 
storage overhead remains a critical concern for system 
efficiency, the amount of data transfer that is required 
to replace a lost storage node (i.e., the repair traffic) 
becomes equally important. With MDS codes, when 
repairing a lost node u by regenerating its storage onto 
a new node v, v must first download enough blocks to 
recover the original data item. Regeneration codes 
were recently invented based on the concept of 
network coding to minimize the repair traffic while 

holding the regeneration property of MDS codes [6-8].  
 
Previous studies have focused on the design of a single 
coding scheme for the storage system. We argue that 
different coding schemes should be used at different 
levels in our user-assisted architecture to handle 
different types of failures. First, within a storage node 
with multiple disks, RAID5 or RAID6 are good 
candidates for handling one or two disk failures. 
Second, more powerful erasure or regeneration codes 
should be used across the data center to handle node 
failures, rack failures, and regular node updates. A 
good understanding of the pattern of node failures is 
very important. There exists a tradeoff between the 
level of data redundancy and the volume of repair 
traffic, so the network bandwidth between storage 
nodes should also be considered when designing the 
coding scheme. Third, to handle the failure of a whole 
data center, traditional erasure codes may not work 
well because the repair traffic is usually the same as the 
original data size (e.g., petascale) whereas the 
bandwidth between data centers is limited (e.g., 
gigascale). How to code the data and distribute them 
among data centers becomes an important optimization 
problem. Hu et al. recently proposed the application of 
functional minimum-storage regenerating (F-MSR) 
coding to handle two cloud failures while reducing 
repair traffic [9]. 
 
User Experience: The user’s experience largely 
depends on how fast he can upload/download files. In 
traditional cloud storage, the end user transfers data 
to/from a data center, which may not be able to fully 
use the available bandwidth of the user’s Internet 
access link. In our user-assisted architecture, because a 
user can simultaneously transfer data to/from many 
other users, there is a much greater chance that the 
available bandwidth is used to the fullest. How to 
encode and place data to improve overall 
uploading/downloading performance becomes a 
challenging research problem. Another factor worth 
considering is computational overhead. If a user’s CPU 
is always busy handling the coding/decoding process, 
he may resist using the service. One promising solution 
is to offload the coding tasks to GPUs, which are 
widely available on desktop PCs and mobile devices. 
Our previous studies have shown that network coding 
can be practically implemented on contemporary GPUs 
with very high throughput [10, 11].  
 
4. Conclusion 

Cloud storage is a promising service that can offer 
economical and efficient solutions for highly reliable 
and accessible storage service. We propose using the 
spare storage and bandwidth resources of end users to 
save on service providers’ storage and bandwidth costs. 
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How to design an effective incentive scheme, how to 
design different coding schemes at different levels, and 
how to enhance the user experience remain major 
challenges to this proposition. 
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